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KOCCA HEADQUARTERS

-  Broadcasting Industry Team 
Lee Dong Ha / Project Manager / LDH3153@kocca.kr

Introducing Korea Creative Content Agency, KOCCA.
As the umbrella government agency for Korea content industry promotion, Korea Creative 
Content. 

Agency supports the production of content by genre in the area broadcasting, games, music, 
fashion, animation, characters, cartoons, immersive content. KOCCA engages in planning, 
creative production, distribution, overseas expansion, fostering companies, talent training, 
research and development of culture technology, financial support and policy research for 
these content.

With the power of content and culture,  
KOCCA will lead the innovative growth of Korea.
The content industry extends beyond the realm of culture and is attracting attention as a 
promising future industry, driving innovative growth in the national economy. 

For the sustainable advancement of Korean content, KOCCA promotes creative companies 
by providing supports and policies to lead the future content market.

With the potential of Korean content industries, KOCCA contributes to the new Korean Wave.
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AK Entertainment is a specialized global contents company founded in 2005. We distribute 
Korean content including documentary, drama, entertainment, animation, and film to all 
over the world as well as introducing well-made foreign content to Korea. In addition, we 
started producing our own contents suitable for diverse media platforms from 2016. 

Seeking : TV Channels, VOD/ OTT platforms, distributors

AK Entertainment Co., Ltd.
Website. www.akent.co.kr 

Add. #605, Ace Gasan Tower, 121, Digital-ro, Geumcheon-gu, Seoul 08505, Korea

Tel. +82 (0)2 6332 0092 / Fax. +82 (0)2 3016 5425 / E-mail. info@akent.co.kr 

Fantastic Timing
Production Year  2019 / Completed

Eps × Min  16 × 60

Genre  Fantasy, Romance Drama

An economics professor, SHIM Jeong, happens to travel in time with his daughter to the future. But 
his wife was left behind in the fatal car accident. SHIM gets to know he could travel in time and stay 
there for 60 minutes only if he has a companion. He helps people who want time-travel and find out 
what it really matters in the life and ultimately his wife!
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THE JIKJI: Come Into the World
Production Year  2020 / Completed

Eps × Min  3 × 60

Genre  Documentary

JIKJI is the demonstration of the world's first metal type invention, more than a hundred years 
ahead of Western history. In this documentary, we will reveal the science and secret of this book.
Available in 4K UHD and HD. 
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Channel A
Website. https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC2_18h8aS2KCNbijy9E3Yqg

Add. 159-1, Seorin-dong, Jongno-gu, Seoul, Korea

Tel. +82 (0)2 2020 3100 / Fax. +82 (0)2 2020 3129 / E-mail. haseo@ichannela.com 

Queen of Masks
Production Year  2023

Eps × Min  16 × 70

Genre  Drama

This is a mystery revenge drama in which four women reveal their desires after three very 
successful women’s best friend who became a murderer 10 years ago due to their lies appears. 
A woman was brutally raped by a her friend’s husband. She tries to build up her strength to reveal 
the truth of the day, but his power and money was too enormous to fight back. She makes up her 
mind to not sit still but to fight back...

Channel A is a nationwide general broadcasting network in South Korea, providing its contents 
to varied media platforms like cable, IPTV, and digital streaming media.
Channel A has produced new original contents and creative formats over the past years. We 
steadily make timeless efforts to create young and edgy programs, which have allowed us 
to cooperate with global media companies such as BBC, YouTube, dailymotion, and Netflix.
Furthermore, Channel A was able to put together a solid portfolio of numerous award-winning 
TV programs. Channel [Exodus Out of North Korea], a documentary film about North Korean 
refugees, has won a Platinum Remi Award at the 2014 World Fest-Houston International Film 
Festival and [Now On My Way to Meet You], a Channel A hit talk-show, has received global 
recognitions from multiple news broadcasters in Japan, United States, and Europe.

Seeking :  Oversea Buyers - for both Scripted and Unscripted titles(Completed, Format, 
Remake)
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Show Window: The Queen’s House
Production Year  2021-2022

Eps × Min  16 × 70

Genre  Drama
Heart Signal 4

Production Year  2023

Eps × Min  N/A

Genre  Reality / Dating

This is a mysterious and thrilling melodrama between two women, one to protect her family and 
one trying to destroy. 
A woman was living her perfect life. She tries to help her husband succeed at Rahen Group, a 
company which her mother runs, and she also tries to raise her children as best as she can. At the 
same time, she supports a girl whom she treated like her real sister. But little did she know that this 
girl is having an affair with her husband...

The reality show of young men and women living together for a month and a panel of celebrities 
and experts watches the show, analyzing the cast members’ actions trying to predict who is 
interested in who. 
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CJ ENM is a leading entertainment company originated from Korea. Since 1995, the 
company has engaged in a wide array of businesses across the industry spectrum 
including media content, music, film, performing arts, and animation, providing its top-
notch original content to various media platforms. As the owner of diverse TV channels 
and OTT platform, TVING, CJ ENM has an impressive platform and enviable distribution 
within our business. We’re known as creators of must-see TV shows and have developed 
a loyal and expanding fan base in Korea and around the world. With production expertise 
and global network perfected and expanded over the past two decades, CJ ENM is taking 
the lead in the diversification and globalization of Korean content worldwide.  

Seeking : OTT Platform, TV Channel, Production

CJ ENM
Website. watch.cjenm.com

Add. 66, Sangamsan-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul, Korea (03926)

Tel. +82 (0)2 371 8091 / E-mail. yijun.kim1@cj.net 

Work Later Drink Now 2
Production Year  2022

Eps × Min  12 × 40

Genre  Drama (Scripted)

Three single women, Ahn So-hee, Kang Ji-goo, and Han Ji-Yeon have totally different jobs and 
lives, as a broadcasting writer, Youtuber and yoga instructor. Their friendship blooms while drinking 
together after work talking about their everyday life from work to love. Drinking brings much fun and 
unexpected incidents to them. Introducing daily experiences of women in 30s that everybody can 
relate to, these three women will go through their lives with candid and honest attitudes.
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EXchange 2
Production Year  2022

Eps × Min  20 × 110

Genre  Dating (Non-scripted)
Poong, the Joseon Psychiatrist

Production Year  2022

Eps × Min  12 × 70

Genre  Comedy, Medical (Scripted)

Eight men and women with their own respective stories gathers in a house to reunite with their 
past lovers and start meeting with new people. Without revealing who their ex is, they will spend 
days in the house together doing diverse missions. Will they be able to find new love there? Or can 
ex-couples reunite? 

The successful doctor Yoo Sepoong becomes entangled in a conspiracy and is kicked out of 
the palace. He meets Jihan in Gyesu village and learns to treat those who suffer psychological 
illness. Finding the cause of their heartbroken feelings and writing a prescription for happiness with 
Eunwoo, Sepoong grows up as a true psychiatrist. 
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Next Entertainment World (NEW) started out as a film investment and domestic distribution company 
in 2008. Since its foundation, NEW has successfully expanded its businesses to film, TV drama, 
music, theater, sports and performance. Taking a lead in the Korean entertainment industry, NEW 
continues to develop creative and original contents with commercial and artistic values. With its 
consistent accomplishments, NEW successfully debuted in the stock market in 2014. 

Contents Panda is Next Entertainment World’s international business and ancillary rights division. 
Its international sales division was founded in 2015, pitching top-notch films presented by NEW, 
Contents Panda and others. Contents Panda also has an acquisition team that distributes ancillary 
products and invests in various entertainment products. Each year, Contents Panda tries to widen 
the spectrum of business markets and develop new models for the platform. 

Seeking : Acquisition, TV network, Streaming

CONTETNS PANDA (NEW)
Website. https://its-new.co.kr/en/contentspanda/

Add. 4F, 5 Hakdong-ro 9gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul, Korea

Tel. +82 (0)2 4390 9353 / Fax. +82 (0)2 6902 0286 / E-mail. sales@its-new.co.kr 

NEW NORMAL
Production Year  2022

Eps × Min  8 × 15

Genre  Horror, Suspense 

Seoul 2022, where 'eating alone' has become the norm. The TV features news reports about serial 
killers that target women living alone. Hyun-Jung, a woman living alone nervously watching the 
news. Seung-Jin, a middle schooler trying to raise his failing grades by doing volunteer work. Hyun-
Su, a woman trying to find a friend of the opposite sex through a dating app. Hoon, a man who finds 
a mysterious letter with written instructions to find the woman who penned them. 
Gee-jin, an unemployed man with a one-sided crush on the stewardess next door. Yeon-jin, a 
musician and part-time worker at a convenience store who lives a crappy shitty life dealing with 
rude customers daily. 
These 6 people's lives intersect in unexpected and disturbing ways over the course of 4 days.
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TASTES OF HORROR
Production Year  2022

Eps × Min  10 × 20

Genre  Horror

A horror series, based on web-comic, combines episodes that suit each person’s horror taste. 
Including an emotional horror flick that occurs when a child abused by a mother meets a ghost, a 
daily horror that takes place at a gym available to residents, and MORE.
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On the strength of diversity in all factual genres, DAEHAN MEDIAWORLD is an international 
contents developing platform joining top film makers in Korea and TV programs distribution 
with reflecting the wishes of audience all around the world.  

DAEHAN MEDIAWORLD
Add.  110-402, Gangseo Hangang Xi, 55, Yangcheon-ro 55-gil, Gangseo-gu,07528, 

Seoul, KOREA

Tel. +82 (0)2 3664 1279 / Fax. +82 (0)2 3664 1278 / E-mail. info@daehanmediaworld.co.kr 

Seasons on the Wetland
Eps × Min  1 × 52

Genre  Documentary

Nature & Wildlife 
This nature documentary captures the four seasons of wetland and the activities of the creatures 
living there. The hidden living creatures are appeared with different colors of the seasonal wetland.  
Plants and animals show many adaptations to life on flood plains, coping with seasonal flooding.
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EBS (Korea Educational Broadcasting System)
Website. wwsales.ebs.co.kr

Add. 281 Hallyuworld-ro, Ilsandong-gu, Goyang-si, Gyeonggi-do, Korea

Tel. +82 (0)2 526 2158 / Fax. +82 (0)2 6499 2524

E-mail. snakim@ebs.co.kr, kihoon@ebs.co.kr  

Fatal Attraction
Production Year  2022

Eps × Min  2 × 50

Genre  Documentary

Attraction, the starting point of the circle of life
Taking after someone, starting a relationship, loving, and procreating... What sets all this off is 
attraction. 
That is why to be attracted to something means to be alive. Fatal Attraction is an unassuming visual 
exploration of this attraction within the larger narrative of nature’s cycles.
Nature that is viewed within nature as part of nature is different from nature that is viewed from 
without. For an apricot flower to bloom in early spring, it must experience the bitter cold. And for 
a horsetail to get a single offspring, it must entrust millions of seeds with the winds. Nature’s such 
continuous effort, concession, and consideration enable the circle of life. Therefore, every little life 
form we see is the precious product of a fiercely fatal attraction.

EBS - Korea Educational Broadcasting System is the one and only public educational 
broadcasting company in Korea. EBS is now operating 8 different channels, including 
2 terrestrial TV channels, 1 radio channel, 3 cable/satellite TV channels specialized in 
educational programs, 1 IPTV children’s channel and 1 channel for Korean-Americans. 
Terrestrial channels offer preschool and youth programs, culture programs and documentaries 
for adults. Besides TV channels, VOD service and diverse array of e-Learning content of 
different levels and different target ages are provided via online/mobile platform. 
EBS strives to produce top-notch children’s programs and documentaries. After its dedication 
in making science, history and nature documentaries, EBS’s premium documentaries are 
acknowledged in the global content market and are sold to major broadcasters in the U.S 
and Europe, including PBS, Smithsonian Channel, France 5, Arte, and RAI, etc. 

Seeking : Broadcaster, OTT, Distribution company
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My Daughter is a Zombie
Production Year  2022

Eps × Min  26 × 11

Genre  Animaton
Peet, the forest Detective - Season3

Production Year  2022

Eps × Min  26 × 15

Genre  Animation

“My daughter is the sole surviving zombie.”
A year ago, amid the chaos of the zombie outbreak, Jeong-hwan’s daughter Su-a is accidentally bitten 
and is turned into a zombie. The government revises the zombie special act and declares martial law. 
Jeong-hwan seeks refuge at his mother’s house in his rural hometown at the foot of a mountain and 
hides his zombie daughter there. With only primal instincts remaining intact, Su-a behaves like an 
animal. Jeong-hwan refers to a book titled “Taming Wild Animals” to figure out a way to communicate 
with her, but it is not easy. Over time, Su-a starts to show some cognitive abilities. Then one day, Jeong-
hwan’s childhood pal Dong-bae accidentally discovers that Su-a is a zombie. Seeing how adamant 
Jeong-hwan is about protecting his daughter, Dong-bae decides to help them out.
Will Jeong-hwan be able to protect his zombie daughter and live in peace again?

EBS’s “Peet, the Forest Detective,” the animation series which provides ecological education and enjoyment 
with vivid nature scenes and 3D characters, is back with Season 3.
Peet, the leader of the Forest Detectives; Sherry the cat, an all-rounder engineer; Jeje, the warm-hearted 
father-figure penguin; and Kankan, a mysterious baby animal, band together and set off on new adventures. 
Peet and the Forest Detectives go through a diverse array of adventures such as watching a deeply moving 
play performed by insects, sneaking into a zoo to find the missing mommy pangolin of a baby pangolin, 
meeting up with fascinating fish such as stargazers and stonefish at a Christmas party they were invited to 
deep in the ocean, and cleaning up ocean trash, all the while raising the mysterious baby animal Kankan. 
As young viewers watch Kankan grow up, they will be able to develop their own environmental sensitivity 
and witness environmental issues that are becoming ever more important each day.
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HYBE innovates the music industry business model under the mission, "We believe in 
music". HYBE strives to be the world's best music-based entertainment lifestyle platform 
company. "Content" that leads global trends and "fans" who are our customers are the two 
pillars of our core values.

HYBE produces original, artist-focused content in various formats, including reality 
entertainment, documentary, and live concert films. We distribute our content worldwide to 
OTT, TV, Theater, and our fan-focused media platform, Weverse. 

HYBE artists include BTS, Seventeen, Tomorrow X Together, ENHYPEN, fromis_9, 
LESSERAFIM, and NewJeans. 

Seeking : Publisher

HYBE
Website. hybecorp.com

Add. 42, Hangang-daero, Yongsan-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea

Tel. +82 (0)2 3444 0105 / Fax. +82 (0)2 2144 9392

E-mail. content_licensing@hybecorp.com 

BTS Music Documentary
Production Year  20-21 / Released

Eps × Min  2 × 90

Genre  Documentary

"Grammy-nominated superstar BTS goes on a world concert tour”
<BREAK THE SILENCE: THE MOVIE>
- ‘Best Music Documentary’ at 2021 MTV Movie & TV Awards: Unscripted
-  BTS 2019 World Tour Concert topped the Billboard Boxscore and marked BTS as the first Korean 

group to perform at Wembley Stadium. With unprecedented access, the film travels with BTS 
throughout the tour, exploring each band member behind the curtain. 

<BRING THE SOUL: THE MOVIE>
-  BTS 2018 World Tour Concert Documentary Film, which "Sets event cinema record with widest 

ever worldwide release." A glimpse into BTS' world away from the stage, the film features intimate 
group discussions alongside spectacular concert performances from the tour. 
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HYBE Artists Reality Series (BTS+) 
Production Year  17-21 / Released

Eps × Min  18 × 30

Genre  Reality Entertainment
IN THE SOOP

Production Year  20-21 / Released

Eps × Min  16 × 60

Genre  Reality Entertainment

HYBE original reality series by the k-pop phenoms. Each group has a self-titled show program with 
various themed episodes.
<RUN BTS!>
BTS, the 21c pop icon with global super fandom, is also loved for their unique chemistry. This show 
well captures their funniest moments. 
<GOING SEVENTEEN>
SEVENTEEN is an internationally recognized K-Pop superstar, well-known for self-producing music. 
In the program they also self-produce each episode and enjoy various challenges and games.
<TO DO X TXT>
TXT has become 'The icon of Gen Z,' and the 'Million-Seller winner.' In this show, they are given 
missions, or 'TO DO' lists.

"Somewhere between everyday life and leisure."
<IN THE SOOP> is starring BTS and Seventeen as they go on an R&R trip full of their taste in the 
'soop' (meaning 'forest' in Korean), away from their life as global superstars.
<IN THE SOOP : BTS>
SEASON 1) In the forest surrounded by the river, BTS shares quality time with each other.
SEASON 2) The new season gets a major upgrade as a luxurious mansion is built exclusively for 
BTS - a swimming pool, tennis court, exercise room, and a gaming room. 
<IN THE SOOP : Seventeen>
Inside a deep forest, Seventeen takes a real vacation following their bucket lists written by 
themselves such as cooking, pottery, auto camping, and paragliding.
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ICONIX is the leading animation corporation producing globally popular IPs such as ‘Pororo 
the Little Penguin’, ‘Tayo the Little Bus’, ‘Titipo Titipo the Little Train’ and so on. Based on 
these IPs, ICONIX distributes local and overseas contents to media partners and also 
operates a wide range of character businesses consisting of Licensing, Merchandising, 
Distribution, Publishing, Media, Apps, and Theme park. Our goal is to provide bright 
dreams, hopes, and joys worldwide via developing the best animation works. 

Seeking :  Co-production / Distributor / Channel Operator / OTT platform

ICONIX
Website. www.iconix.co.kr

Add.  64, Pangyo-ro 255beon-gil, Bundang-gu, Seongnam-si, Gyeonggi-do, Korea

Tel. +82 (0)31 8060 2864 / Fax. +82 (0)31 8060 2701 / E-mail. osh622@iconix.co.kr 

Tayo, the little bus Season 6
Production Year  2021

Eps × Min  26 × 11

Genre  Children and Family

Tayo and the little buses live in a city where various vehicles happily beep and honk together. The 
little buses areexcited as their garage adds a second floor, and they are as ready as ever to jump 
into new adventures! Along with the renovated garage, Tayo meets someamazing new friends, 
‘Cargo’ the plane, ‘Long’ the powerful container truck and many more fun cars! Although the little 
buses face unexpected changes and incidents, such as their favorite playground breaking down 
or finding a friend who is upset with his own appearance, it is okay because Tayo and his friends 
will bravely venture them together. Follow Tayo as he learns and grows along with the larger world. 
What adventures await in Tayo and the little buses’ new home and playground? Enjoy the fun 
stories of Tayo and friends! 
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Pororo, the little Penguin Season 7
Production Year  2020

Eps × Min  26 × 11

Genre  Children and Family
Titipo Titipo Season 3

Production Year  2022

Eps × Min  26 × 11

Genre  Children and Family

Pororo the little penguin and his friends live in a peaceful land covered in snow and ice. They all 
have distinct personalities and different interests, which sometimes causes little happenings in their 
calm wintery world. But together, every day is an adventure where they learn of all life's lessons, 
both big and small! They sometimes argue, but at the end of the day, they still remain good friends 
who solve problems wisely and help each other out. On this season, Popo, Pipi, and Tutu will be 
back again to meet you! Also, find out what changes will happen to the village when turtle 'Jay' 
visits Porong Porong Village. Keep an eye on Porong Porong village, where Pororo and his friends’ 
everyday life and fantasy happen in one place!

Passenger train Titipo is ready to go on his first long-distance drive to Jungle Station! Conductor 
Pepper is as excitedas Titipo, since it is also his first time to head out. Everything seems to 
begoing smooth and under control until they realize some monkeys have joined them on the ride... 
Meanwhile, other little trains are also ready to take an exciting new journey! High-speed train 
Xingxing leaves for an express delivery service and freight train Loco takes a long-distance drive to 
the desert. However, eachtrain encounters an unexpected trouble like Titipo did. Will all the trains 
be able to arrive the destination on time? Find out and meet Titipo’s friends including twin freight 
trains Manny and Berny, diesel shunter Setter, and breakdown vehicles Fix and Lift!
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IMTV is one of the leading independent content production companies in Korea. Started 
in 2001 by Founder and CEO, Lee Young-Sook, IMTV began as a TV production 
company specializing in documentaries. It now produces multi-genre contents including 
documentaries, feature films, drama series, variety shows and other entertainment shows. 
IMTV has produced content for Korean broadcasters such as KBS, MBC, SBS, JTBC, tvN, 
EBS, MBN and also for global platforms such as Netflix, A&E and National Geographic. 
IMTV has won numerous awards and will continue to produce content of all genres for the 
global audience for years to come. 

Seeking : OTT Platform, Co-Production Company

IMTV Co., Ltd.
Website. www.imtv21.co.kr

Add. Worldcup Bukro 434, 12th Floor, Mapo-gu, Seoul, S. Korea

Tel. +82 (0)2 780 0350 / Fax. +82 (0)2 780 0316 / E-mail. josephjjang@gmail.com 

Perfect City
Production Year  2023 / Script

Eps × Min  8 × 60

Genre  SF Action Thriller

2044. Elite police officer Choi Jong-oh is a two-time winner of the New Seoul Police Award. Soon 
to be married, life was good. But it begins to unravel after being dispatched to a crime scene. He 
witnesses his junior partner being shot and killed. Jong-oh’s shock is brief as he is also shot in the 
heart.
Close to death, he was given a body kit to save his life. He lives but he has to give up his old life as a 
person with a body kit. Once at the top of this game, he now has no dreams, no hope and no future.
2045. Jong-oh is the leader of the freelance police team in the crime ridden Nasan District. He 
starts to unravel the beginnings of the incident that changed his life forever one year ago. What he 
discovers is a larger threat and he and his team embark on a thrilling adventure to bring the criminal 
masterminds to justice.
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The Cornfield and the Brother
Production Year  2023 / Script

Eps × Min  12 × 60

Genre  SF Horror

The world faces an era of irreversible climate crisis and genetically engineered crops such as corn 
are created that could grow on barren land. Pollution has caused disease to increase. So humans 
have developed advanced medical technologies, thereby opening a new era of genetics. 
It’s now possible to transfer one’s memories into a clone. For each instance, 20 clones are 
produced and each one exhibits the characteristics of the original in a different way. You have to 
choose the one that you feel most closely resembles the original. The unselected clones are killed.
Our story unfolds as a family, living on a cornfield, loses the oldest son to a disease. They decide to 
make a clone so that he can be replaced. But what ensues is a horrifying set of circumstances as 
each family member is faced with the question of what makes us really human?
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J WONDER is a production company that obtains excellent storytelling capabilities by 
producing various broadcasting contents such as Korea’s disaster safety programs, 
traveling programs picturing vibrant modes of life, human documentaries, and more. 
J WONDER continuously thrives to produce contents that fit new trends and also creates 
various realistic content suitable for new media platforms. Various contents have been 
produced, from multi-ending drama to trendy short-form shows and VR safety education 
contents to experience disaster response methods in virtual reality, and so on. 

Seeking : Merchandising Agency, Distributor, Sales Agent, Production Company etc.

J Wonder Co., Ltd.
Website. http://jwonder.co.kr

Add. 4F, 196, World Cup-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea

Tel. +82 (0)2 303 7471 / Fax. +82 (0)2 6008 8896

Dr. Evacuation
Production Year  2020-2021

Eps × Min  38 × 50

Genre  Entertainment

"What do you need to survive a sudden disaster?"
Various disasters may strike you unexpectedly one day!
What if your automobile suddenly fell into a sinkhole while driving? What if an earthquake occurs 
in the middle of the night? What if a large fire broke out in a movie theater? It's never someone 
else's story. Accidents and disasters occur in our daily lives without notice. How will you survive a 
disaster?
<Dr. Evacuation> provides safety information essential for survival in an easy and fun way by 
reviewing the dangers of various disasters and re-enacting the disaster situations.
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The Story of Dream - 
Picture Brides / Desert Farmers

Production Year  2021

Eps × Min  2 × 50

Genre  Documentary
Temple Food Masters - Korea

Production Year  2023

Eps × Min  4 × 30

Genre  Documentary

Korea’s first emigration history, which started with 86 people on the Hawaiian immigration ship, 
becomes about 120 years old. It has increased to 7.5 million overseas Korean around the world. 
But, it was not easy to stay rooted. Discrimination, alienation, isolation that emigrant families 
undergo, and generational disconnection between parents and children are universal themes that 
not only Korean emigrants but also the world can sympathize with.

There are over a thousand Buddhist temples in Korea. With spectacular scenery, authentic 
architecture, and rich history, many of them are registered in Unesco's World Heritage sites. This 
series takes audiences on a spiritual culinary journey through four distinctive temples whose head 
monks are officially endorsed by the Jogey Order of Korean Buddhism as Temple Food Masters. 
In this program, A Dutch chef and foodie influencer visit four temples to learn the specialty dishes 
of each Temple Food Master. They also explore various activities such as tea ceremony, chanting, 
prostration, Dharma talk, hiking, etc. This program will offer awe-inspiring visuals as well as the 
story of finding blissfulness in nature and staying healthy in body and soul.
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Founded in 1991, KBS Media has been leading content distribution, reaching the highest 
sales record in Korea through the domestic and international distribution of TV rights and 
VOD rights. KBS Media sets the stage for K-Wave by exporting the TV series <Winter 
Sonata> to Japan in 2003. 

KBS Media has worked as a key player in the globalization of K-Content with the sales of 
TV format <Good Doctor> to America in 2017, whose remake version is making a huge 
success in America, Japan, and Turkey. Expanding its boundary globally, it has been 
distributing K-Content over 80 countries, including Europe, the Middle East, America, and 
Africa.

Seeking : Buyer, Acquisition etc

KBS Media 
Website. http://global.kbsmedia.co.kr/

Add. 45, Maebongsan-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea

Tel. +82 (0)2 6939 8136 / Fax. +82 (0)2 6939 8139 / E-mail. steven@kbsmedia.co.kr

The Law Cafe
Production Year  2022

Eps × Min  16 × 70

Genre  Drama

Legal & Romance drama that follows the stories of ordinary people, revolving around ‘The Law Cafe’
How nice would it be if there were a lawyer around us who would listen to legal issues that often 
happen in our daily lives? : such as the noise issue between floors, the absurd increase in housing 
prices by a landlord, the boss who keeps bothering me like a stalker?
Here is a lawyer who quits her job at a decent law firm out of the blue and opens a cafe. "A cup of 
coffee will be enough for legal advice at this 'Law Cafe'. I will make that happen." With the price 
of a cup of coffee, she gives legal advice to people who are in need. To rent a place for the cafe, 
she meets a landlord who used to be a prosecutor, only to realize that he’s her old friend from 
high school. Coming across each other as the tenant and the landlord, but there is more than that 
between these two.
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The Song We Loved, 
A New Singer

Production Year  2022

Eps × Min  10 × 90-110

Genre  Entertainment
Bad Prosecutor

Production Year  2022

Eps × Min  12 × 70

Genre  Drama

Rebirth of the very songs that we loved!
Songs of the 70s to 90s, that once made us happy and warm-hearted, are refashioned with a new 
voice. <The Song We Loved, a New Singer> is a singing competition show where rookies reinterpret 
legendary songs loved by all Koreans with their fresh voices. This new music competition can bring 
a fun and fresh vibe to generations now and nostalgia and reminiscence to older generations.
How will the legendary old songs be reborn with a new voice through <The song we loved, a new 
singer>?

Crime action series about a prosecutor who chooses expediency over principle, but is always on 
the side of the weak
This is a story of a prosecutor, Jin Jung, who believes that he should be above the law to deal with 
the bad guys. Even though seemingly obnoxious, he sincerely helps those with nowhere else to 
turn. Also, here’s an undoubtedly elite prosecutor with extensive skills and ambition, Shin A-ra.
Two of them, who are like oil and water, reluctantly team up to dismantle a solid sanctuary of vicious 
authority with wealth and corrupted legal professions standing strong beside them. However, their 
attempt to bring justice back to society does not seem to be easy.
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Founded in 2011,King Content Co,.Ltd is one of the best distribution and production
companies in Korea which works with major media companies around the world.   
Especially,We specialize in distributing Korean and Chinese drama, movie, K-pop 
concerts,entertainment program, 4K contents on various platforms, ranging from TV 
to IPTV, OTT, DVD in the world. Moreover, we have been expanded our business to co-
produce documentary with global partners and develop format and hold K-pop concert, 
celebrities fan-meeting.  

Seeking : Acquisition manager 

KING CONTENT Co., Ltd. 
Add. 201ho 8 Nonhyunro 18gil, Gangnamgu Seoul 06307 Korea 

Tel. +82 (0)70-4120-1113 / E-mail. nhalin@kingcontent.kr  

Good Job
Production Year  2022

Eps × Min  12 × 70

Genre  Drama

EunSeon-woo is a handsome, rich president of large corporation but he lives as a detective every 
night to look for murderer who killed his deceased mother in his childhood. One day, he’ mistaken 
by Sera as a thief and goes to the police station by her report. It ‘s the first meeting of two. Sera 
who came from an orphanage, is working part-time as a job seeker but positive and attractive 
woman. He notices that she has a super eye sight and offer s her to work as his assistant. So she 
starts to help him using her super eyesight and shows remarkable performance. While working 
together, They falls in love each other little by little. Two overcomes all kinds of crises and finally 
finds the killer.
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Cell division Love
Production Year  2021

Eps × Min  2 × 60

Genre  Drama
Bossam - Steal the fate

Production Year  2021

Eps × Min  16 × 70

Genre  Drama

Competent female director of Commercial video, Andona meets by chance Sunjae who was 
popular idol in the past but lives as a farmer because of hidden paparazzi camera footage of him 
she filmed. Moreover famous SNS influencer who brought him down, meets them, Three bumped 
each other again. There’s striangular romance between three people who are living fake lives.
(cast : T-ara’s Ham Eun-jung, Supernova’s Park kun-il) 

Handsome bastard, Bawoo is doing whatever he can do to raise a son alone. One day, he made 
a mistake to do Bassam an wrong widow, attractive princess, Sukyung whose father is King, 
Gwanghae and father-in-law is the most powerful politician, Lee-Echum who ruined Bawoo’ family. 
After Lee-Echum finds out she ‘s gone by Bossam, he holds her fake funeral and chases to kill her 
for family’s honor.
Bawoo who fell in love with her, risked his life to protect her from Lee Echum and took a revenge 
of his family. In a political whirlpool, He overcomes all obstacle and their love has a Happy ending 
at last.
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StudioGenie is a production company that delivers top-tier Korean dramas across the 
globe. Under telecommunications conglomerate KT, StudioGenie acts as a key cog in the 
KT Media Ecosystem which houses all services from IP Creation to streaming services. 
With hits such as“Extraordinary Attorney Woo”and “Love is for Suckers”under its catalogue, 
StudioGenie intends to become a one-stop service for all new stories to enrich your time. 

Seeking : Buyers, Commissioners, Licensee, Co-production Partners

KT StudioGenie
Add. 4, Seochodaero 74-gil, Seocho-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea

Tel. +82 (0)2 3487 5680 / E-mail. jungkyoon.kim@kt.com 

Unlock My Boss
Production Year  2022 / On-air

Eps × Min  12 × 60

Genre  Comedy Thriller

The genius CEO of IT company Silver Lining and single dad, Sun-ju, faces a mysterious death as 
he gets into a battle of successors at DaeyoungGroup.
Just before the sudden death, as a genius developer, Sun-ju runs a deep learning program called 
“JK AI”and closes his eyes. Meanwhile, the forever job seeker, Insung, happens to find a mobile 
phone of Sun-ju, in other words, the smartphone that “JK AI” is running. He picks up the phone and 
receives an incredible offer from Sun-ju, that if In-sung reveals the secret related to his death, he 
will provide a million dollar in cash.
Insung, now in full faith with the down payment of $100,000 in cash, is ready to become Sun-ju’s 
Avatar CEO as he instructs. For different reasons, they investigate the truth and the murder by 
observing the people who are suspicious around Sun-ju.
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Delivery Man
Production Year  2022 / In Production

Eps × Min  12 × 60

Genre  Romantic Comedy
Summer Strike

Production Year  2022 / In Production

Eps × Min  12 × 60

Genre  Suspense, Mystery

Seo Young-min is a young taxi driver, having inherited this business from his late mother after she 
was killed in a freak accident. 
Through his business insight he is able to make ends meet, until one day he comes across a 
passenger that is not like the others. 
After this, no other passenger gets on Seo’s taxi, resulting in no revenue for him. He finds out that 
this passenger, by the name of Ji-hyun, is actually a ghost. 
With no other revenue stream, he teams up with Ji-hyun to only transport and enact final favors for 
ghosts like her. Through various fares, the two realize that all the ghosts - including his mother and 
Ji-hyun, seem to have been murdered by a single person.

Summer, burnt out from her low paying job, failing relationships and suffering from the death of her 
mother, declares a strike on life and proclaims that she will do nothing, and probably die when she 
uses up the little amount of money that she has saved up. Moving to the quiet seaside village of 
Angok, she not only finds friends, but life-threatening events as well.
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Lian Contents
Website. www.liantv.com

Add. #303 Woojin Bldg, 50 Apgujeong-ro 42gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul, Korea, 06020

Tel. +82 (0)70 5159 7744 / E-mail. kiki@liantv.com 

Jinxed at First
Production Year  2020

Eps × Min  16 × 70

Genre  Drama

The story revolves around a man who has come to terms with his unlucky fate and a goddess who 
has jumped into the real world to break her curse. Gong Soo Kwang is a brewmaster who runs 
a craft beer store. His heart is full of passion, but he always manages to stay calm and collected, 
and keeps a serious demeanor. He is a charming man who is popular among women wherever 
he goes. Lee Seul Bi is the goddess of fortune, who meets Gong Soo Kwang while attempting to 
fight her fate.

Lian Contents is a professional content distributer in the entertainment industry Korean dramas, 
variety shows, movies, music and more are broadcast to stations and platforms all over the 
world. We have a wide overseas network which includes Taiwan, Hong Kong, Japan, China, 
Vietnam, Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore, Europe and the Americas. Lian manages distribution 
as well as overseas concerts showcasing Korean artists. We organize fan meetings, brand 
events and offline/local media promotions. In addition, we are participating in the co-production 
of dramas through drama IP planning, development and overseas original purchases, as well as 
expanding translation and subtitle work for overseas audiences. Our many years of experience 
has allowed us to establish a unique working practice which has aided us in creating a bond of 
trust with partner companies both domestically and abroad. With these powerful assets, we are 
proud to spread the best of Korean entertainment to the global community. 

Seeking : Broadcaster
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Walking in the Village 
(3 Seasons)

Production Year  2020-2022

Eps × Min  30 × 60 (10eps. per season)

Genre  Documentary
Surfer Junior

Production Year  2022

Eps × Min  6 × 60

Genre  Variety Show

Everyone has their own 'hometown memories', which will come to mind wherever they go. As years 
pass along, things change and a new history is made, and these become one's another memory. 
A columnist Yoo Ji-Sang in season 1, an actor and singer Koo Bon-Seung in season 2, and an actor 
Jung Bo-Suk in Season 3 will lead and introduce warm-hearted feeling that come from people and 
the village itself, as well as help people recall their childhood memories.

4 members of Super Junior become CEO of a surfing shop located in a beautiful surf beach in the 
East Sea.
Their positive energy and chemistry between the members deliver good vibes to the guest 
celebrities and visitors of the shop.
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MBC PLUS is a subsidiary of MBC, a multi-channel service provider that provides cable, 
satellite, IPTV, and N-screen services. Currently, MBC PLUS is a new media broadcasting 
company that operates 6 channels of MBC drama net (dramas), MBC everyone 
(entertainment), MBC M (Digital Contents), MBC sports , MBC ON (classic dramas). In the 
meantime, we have created creative contents such as Weekly idol, Muhan Girls, and Show 
champion and have become a leader in sports broadcasting, including domestic major 
relay in the major leagues. MBC PLUS does not just stay in the broadcasting production 
business, but also pioneering new markets in various fields such as performances and 
events.  

Seeking : Buyer, Co-production

MBC PLUS
Website. www.mbcplus.com

Add.  10403 / 596, Hosu-ro, Ilsandong-gu, Goyang-si, Gyeonggi-do, Korea  
MBC DREAM CENTER

Tel. +82 (0)31 995 0170 / Fax. +82 (0)31 995 0288 / E-mail. hong3@mbcplus.com 

Weekly Idol
Production Year  2011 / On-air

Eps × Min  586 × 60

Genre  Entertainment

Weekly Idol is a program focused on the hottest idol groups in Korea. This variety show is hosted 
by Jung Hyung-don and Defconn, and has featured some of Korea’s most popular stars including 
EXO, BTS, Winner and Twice. After the hosts and two guests solve quizzes about idol stars, the 
idol star of the week appears as a guest and participates in games such as Random Play Dance 
and the Idol King Contest with the hosts.
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Mommy’s Soul Food
Production Year  2021 / Finished

Eps × Min  10 × 80

Genre  Entertainment
Dear, My First Love

Production Year  2022 / Finished

Eps × Min  10 × 80

Genre  Dating reality show

A team of professional chefs competes with mum to recreate the exact taste of her cooking. Will 
mum be able to fend off these chefs from copying her style? And will the top stars of Korea be able 
to recognize their mum's food?
Fall into nostalgia as stars tell tales of their childhood with a spoonful of mum's food

If you could meet them again, would you fall back in love?
Lingering hopes and memories have brought back men and women who were once each other's 
first, now in their thirties. A lot has changed since and participants are caught between their past 
love and new faces. Will these young men and women fall for their love once again?
Laugh and love along the cast and find out what love is to the younger generation.
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MBC is a public broadcaster whose largest shareholder is public organization Foundation 
for Broadcast Culture while it operates on advertising. MBC is the No. 1 broadcast network 
in Korea in terms of reliability, popularity and influence.
Established in 1961, MBC has been contributing to the development of the media 
industry, covering 98 of percent of the nation with a network of 16 regional stations and 8 
subsidiaries. Today, it's a multimedia group with 1 terrestrial TV channel, 3 radio channels, 
5 cable channels, 5 satellite channels and 4 DMB channels.
MBC is a popular name also in other countries as a result of the export of high quality 
content to more than 50 countries. As a global media group, MBC is now seeking ways to 
strengthen ties with broadcasters of the world in many different areas. 

Seeking : Buyer

Munhwa Broadcasting Corp. (MBC)
Website. http://content.mbc.co.kr

Add. 03925 / 267, Seongam-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul, Korea MBC

Tel. +82 (0)2 789 3725 / Fax. +82 (0)2 789 3749 / E-mail. mini941115@mbc.co.kr 

Kokdu : Season of Deity
Production Year  2022

Eps × Min  16 × 70

Genre  Fantasy, Medical, Human drama

“Kokdu : Season of Deity”is a drama about single people meeting and learning about love. They 
learn to understand that love is what makes human beings live as humans should.
Kokdu is the ruler of the road to Hades.
Deity Kokdu had been living his life, ignoring all human callings. He didn’t care less about joy or 
sorrow until he meets a doctor, Gye Jeol. To treat human beings, Kokdu was required to listen to 
their hearts and stories, which makes him change his ways. 
Deity, an immortal being, meets human beings that are in agony and pain, at the crossroad of life 
and death. Kokdu begins to understand and love them. And through this, he thinks about how to 
make people live as humans should.
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Bloody Game
Production Year  2021

Eps × Min  12 × 90

Genre  Competition Reality / Survival
Midnight Horror Story

Production Year  2021

Eps × Min  On going × 90

Genre  Horror

Betrayal, plot, conspiracy, survive, by any means! Massive scale, amazing spectacles, sophisticated 
rules, and psychological games. Welcome to the Bloody Mansion, the only place where conspiracy, 
betrayal and lies are permitted. Who will be the final survivor to win The Bloody Crown? Only 1 
survivor will win the prize money of $300,000 !

“Horror stories are the standard of all stories” Strange but intriguing stories are always around us. 
Mysterious and spooky stories grandmother used to tell us; Strange incidents at hotels and attics, 
Exorcism and stories about ghosts and devils, believe or not, they linger around us whenever we 
summon their stories!
<Midnight Horror Story> invites you to the world of sleepless horrror nights!
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PlayOnCast is a privately held, international content producer, distributor and new media 
operator. From our production houses and co-partners around the world, we create content 
for multiple genres including 4K+8K programs, dramas, factual, factual entertainment, 
short-form digital series and kids programming. Our distribution business, PlayOnCast, 
offers a catalogue of 2,000+ hours of content, including the largest 4K TV programs offering 
on the market. PlayOnCast’s international business offers a portfolio of media brands. 

Seeking : Buyers, Channel or Platform Acquisitions managers, Co-production partners

PlayOnCast Corp. 
Website. www.playoncast.com

Add. 14F. 416 Hangangdae-ro Jung-gu Seoul Korea

Tel. +82 (0)2 511 8990 / Fax. +82 (0)2 6937 1212 / E-mail. feelgood@playoncast.com 

FUTURE CITY: CHERNOBYL
Production Year   2020-2022

Eps × Min  1 × 60

Genre  VR∙XR∙4K Documentary

There are many documentaries and fiction movies made about Chornobyl. Most of them are 
focused on the events of the incident, lost lives or exploit various myths. Video games are following 
the same trail. None of them truly explore the life of today’s Chornobyl and the Zone. Our Project 
4K documentary ‘Future City, Chernobyl’ on the contrary will demonstrate the true face of the Zone: 
starting with local employees who are making it safer and ending up with those inhabitants who 
are calling it ‘home.’ Our team does it with the help of 4K and 360-degree virtual reality shooting 
technology allowing you with unprecedented interactivity and decision making on what to see and 
where to explore next.
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The Clash & Coexistence of
Civilizations

Production Year  2022-2023

Eps × Min  2 × 60

Genre  VR∙XR∙8K Documentary

CLASSIC LINEAGE: 
PIANO FORTE

Production Year  2020-2022

Eps × Min  1 × 60

Genre  4K Documentary

The Clash and coexistence of Civilizations shows how the population explosion in Muslim countries 
and the economic rise of East Asia are changing global politics. These developments challenge 
Western dominance, promote opposition to supposedly “universal” Western ideals, and intensify 
inter-civilization conflict over such issues as nuclear proliferation, immigration, human rights, and 
democracy. The Muslim population surge has led to many small wars throughout Eurasia, and the 
rise of China could lead to a global war of civilizations. This 8K documentary offers a strategy for 
the West to preserve its unique culture and emphasizes the need for people everywhere to learn to 
coexist in a complex, multipolar, muliticivilizational world.

Classical music has become a universal language for both eastern and western culture. It 
is well known that listening to classical music provides emotional stability, almost in a stage of 
the meditation, and even the flowers also become happy. What is the power of the melody that 
embraces the emotions of the East and the West? The worldwide pianists take an in-depth look into 
the country of Chopin. To understand the sense of Chopin’s music, Poland, and the post generation 
of Korean pianists influenced by him, to understand the common sense of resentment in both 
countries, and to learn about the beauty of the essence of classical music.
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"Making the world brighter by offering a wider perspective on tomorrow" is SBS's vision.
We are striving to enrich our viewers' lives and make our society cheerful and healthy. 
Based on the values of fidelity, creativity, diversity and practicality, we will leap into a world-
class media group, together with our outstanding talent at SBS Media Group. 

Seeking : Content Buyer, Co-production, OTT Platform

SBS
Website. https://global.sbs.co.kr 

Add. 03926 / 82, Sangamsan-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul, Korea

Tel. +82 (0)2 2001 0745 / Fax. +82 (0)2 2001 0798 / E-mail. nhkim@sbs.co.kr 

Cheer Up
Production Year  2022 / Aired

Eps × Min  16 × 70

Genre  Drama

A campus romance set in a cheerleading squad. For youth in their twenties, eating and living are 
out of their interest at the moment, but a splendid and precious romance is. Involving the attractive 
freshmen as new cheerleading squad members, the swirl of a love triangle arises. 
Meanwhile, a mysterious prophecy hands down in Yonhee University that one of the cheerleaders 
will die in the year of 2020. Who is the victim and who will be the culprit?
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Sing for Gold
Production Year  2022 / Airing

Eps × Min  TBA

Genre  Variety
One Dollar Lawyer

Production Year  2022 / Aired

Eps × Min  12 × 70

Genre  Drama

Korea's first performance K-chorus battle, "Shall we get back together and sing?"
After this long Covid-19 situation, when the world has stopped, we hope to get back together 
and start singing. JYP, the world-celebrated producer, and the best expert in each field becomes 
the assistants for the Choirs. Searching throughout the country, the most exciting and unique 
"performance choir" will be discovered. "K-Chorus choir" will perform the most beautiful songs and 
splendid shows, beyond any other normal choirs.
With the astonishing and touching performance, the K-Chorus choir will officially challenge the 
International Choir World Cup held in Europe. 

We live in an age of innumerable lawyers, where barriers to court access remain high, while judicial 
credibility plummets. In this world where an expensive lawyer is all it takes to absolve your sins, 
what if there was a top lawyer with outstanding talent, willing to take on your case for only a single 
dollar in payment? 
Taking on the greatest of underdogs, pro bono cases, all while treating his clients like family and 
making their defense like his own cause – he’s the “one-dollar lawyer,” the lawyer we need and 
this is his moving story! 
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SLL (SLL Joongang Co., Ltd.)
Website. www.sll.co.kr

Add. 14F, JTBC BLDG, 48-6 Sangamsan-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul, Korea

Tel. +82 (0)2 2031 8050 / Fax. +82 (0)2 2031 8043 / E-mail. jtbcworldwide@jtbc.co.kr 

Bargain
Production Year  2022

Eps × Min  6 × 30

Genre  Thriller

A guy negotiates with a high school girl in a motel over how much he'll pay for sex, but what he 
doesn't know is that the place he's at is the auction house for organ trafficking.
When he is being presented in front of bidders as a 'merchandise', an earthquake suddenly hits the 
building and the place becomes a living hell. Amidst this chaos, he decides to joins hands with the 
auctioneer who tried to sell his organs to save his life.

Long Live the Story
SLL is a collective of people who create stories.
SLL took the first step towards becoming a global studio by changing its name from JTBC 
Studios to SLL in 2022. As a multi-dimensional studio covering all aspects of the content 
business from development to production, investments and distribution, we are expanding 
our reach to audience worldwide through powerful content.
We have produced mega-hit shows such as SKY CASTLE, THE WORLD OF THE 
MARRIED and ITAEWON CLASS as well as OTT series including HELLBOUND and ALL 
OF US ARE DEAD that captured the global audiences’ attention.

Seeking : Finished Contents / Format Buyers, Co-production Partnership
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Love-In
Production Year  2022

Eps × Min  4 × 70

Genre  Dating
Dr. CHA (W.T.)

Production Year  2023

Eps × Min  16 × 70

Genre  Drama

Looks can be deceiving, especially when it comes to love. Eight singles are given the opportunity 
to go on a blind date through their avatars without exposing their real-life appearances. Love-In 
is an experimental dating reality show created to prove that true love comes from the connection 
between two souls, not from appearances.

A 46-year-old housewife, Cha Jeong-sook has given up her medical residency following her son's 
car accident twenty years ago. She had no regrets in her life until she is diagnosed with acute liver 
failure. With no one in her family donating their liver to her, she is miraculously brought back to life 
thanks to a liver from a brain-dead victim of a car accident. It is then that Jeong-sook decides she 
must live her own life and starts her residency at the hospital her husband and son work at.
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WEMAD aims for "WE MAKE DREAM" and "WE MAKE DRAMA".
We are an all-round entertainment company whose main business is producing contents 
such as dramas and movies.
WEMAD is a group of content experts with over 15 years experience. We aims to contribute 
to the formation of creative pop culture based on a systematic system for the development 
of cultural content development, So we were established in June 2019 to continuously 
provide the above content and provide the best service.
In the rapidly changing 4th industrial era, WEMAD will become an international co-
production company that specializes in K-romance series that can become the center of 
the domestic and foreign cultural content industry through competitive systems, creative 
content, and various creative content marketing projects. Thank you. 

Seeking : Investor, Distributor, Co-Production etc.

WEMAD Co,. Ltd.
Add. #1526, Sangam DMC PrugioCity, 1596Sangam-dong, Mapo-gu, Seoul, Korea

Tel. +82 (0)10-303-0612

E-mail. bangnim2000@naver.com 

The Garden of Harmony

Production Year   Broadcast prearranged for  

1 quarter of 2024

Eps × Min  60 × 70

Genre  Romance, Youth, Family, Historical

It’s more accurate to call ‘Jang-agk One’ as ‘Royal Orchestra of Joseon’ than ‘Entertainment 
Management of Joseon’ But look closer. You’ll understand why we call ‘Jang-agk One’ as 
‘Entertainment Management of Joseon’, Because those known for playing with the beat are all 
gathered here, at Jeseon Jang-agk One. BTS, Wanna One, and Twice, beautiful young blood in 
their teens run the culture. Admirable youth at the lead of the culture, would have been the same 
at that time as well. 
Youth who run with dreams and hopes in their hearts, youth who rise again even after the fall-down, 
youth who may bicker from time to time but eventually makes harmony, And youth who are willing 
to sacrifice their lives for passionate love. <The Garden of Harmony> is story of such youth. 
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The Love Space - the other world
Production Year  Oct. 2023

Eps × Min  16 × 70

Genre  Fantasy, Romance
The Chef of Jo-Seon

Production Year  Late 2023 / Script stage

Eps × Min  16 × 70

Genre  Romance, Historical

“Some people are meant to be. What if somebody “made” them to meant to be, by connecting ‘red 
thread and blue thread?’ This drama starts from this imagination.“
‘As the Door opens, my forever-dreamed love will start!’
Fantasy Space where love happens - Jo-ah, Manager of Love Space and Mu-jin, man who never 
loved. Their journey of finding destined love through tangled blue and red thread. 
Person next to me, can he/she be my destiny? Will us be together forever? Maybe that person who 
just passed by could have been my destiny! Once in a while, we all wonder, ‘where is my true love?’ 
This story starts from this question. 
<Love Space> is fairy tale-like Fantasy; about devotion young tree called ‘love’ requires, before it 
bears fruit. 

“Authentic good food heals people, unites people with people, and saves the country.”
This drama tells the story of a genius chef Eun-oh who enters Saong-won to get rid of his accusation, 
sets up a king of Cham in a food battle with his brother, saves the country and regains love.

The Chef of Jo-Seon

The Love Space - 

the other world
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whyj contents Makes Better where IP matters.
We seed well-made Korean IPs, mostly originated from the animated TV series, to be 
extended its brand abroad throughout 1) Media Distribution, 2) Merchandise Licensing and 
3) Digital Marketing. 

Seeking : Broadcasters, OTT platforms, Streamers, Licensing Agent

whyj contents
Website. whyjcontents.blogspot.kr

Add. 18, Sosaro 125 Beongagil, Sosagu, Bucheonsi, Gyeonggido, S. Korea

Tel. +82 (0)10 3392 1546 / E-mail. whyjcontents@gmail.com 

Dinoman
Production Year  2022

Eps × Min  40 × 7

Genre  Animated TV Series

Dinoman is a time-adventure preschool animated series in which cute little dinosaurs Dinoman, 
Ceragirl, Pteraman, and Brontoman explore the past, present and future in a time machine and 
solve the difficulties of extinct animals in the world.
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Hero Circle
Production Year  2020

Eps × Min  52 × 11

Genre  Animated TV Series
Pat a Pat COMO

Production Year  2016

Eps × Min  18 × 7

Genre  Animated TV Series

Hero Circle is a school club for kids with superpowers, although our little heroes’ powers aren’t so 
super yet. These quirky misfits have a lot to learn about being heroes- it’s hard enough just being 
themselves! The culturally diverse Powpow Academy is chock full of clubs who are constantly 
causing trouble or need to be rescued, but they all agree it’s always entertaining when Hero Circle 
is a round.

Rock your hips! Fun and exciting Como and friends!
Play fun and learn joyfully with Pat a pat Como, tomboyish Comi, City chick Toto, Strong duckling 
Wooba, and Trouble maker Wormy. Playing with Como, strengthening your body and mind!
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Established in 2016,"Yoon&Company"is composed of experienced forces in the content 
and entertainment industry. Our core business is the production and distribution of TV and 
web content. Not only limited to Korean content, but we also bring and distribute world 
content in Korea through our partner broadcasters and platforms. Developing original IPs 
and e-IPs such as webcomics and K-content, building strong networks worldwide. 

Seeking : Buyers, Distributors, Co-production

YOON&COMPANY INC.
Website. www.yoonncompany.com

Add. #1009, Abel Techno, 15, Hwagok-ro 68-gil, Gangseo-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea

Tel. +82 (0)70 4633 5517 / Fax. +82 (0)2 3152 8601 / E-mail. jun@yoonncompany.com 

Andante of Love
Production Year  2022

Eps × Min  12 × 30 / 6 × 60

Genre  Romantic Comedy

Ahead of the 70th anniversary of the Korean War, South Korea, the United States, North Korea, 
and the UN are implementing the 'DMZ Peace Zone Goseong UN Peace Village' project to test 
the possibility of peaceful reunification.A romantic comedy of a Pianist man from South Korea and 
a doctor of pharmacy woman from North Korea who unexpectedly live together in the Goseong 
UN Peace Village.
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Boss Pet
Production Year  2022

Eps × Min  10 × 50

Genre  Entertainment
Bubble Up

Production Year  2021

Eps × Min  10 × 12

Genre  Romantic Comedy

K-pop stars who are full-time “butlers” of their precious “bosses” capture special moments with 
their pets!
It’s an opportunity for the stars and global fans to get together and communicate as they “show off 
their bosses”.
Cast: Yoon Ji Sung (WannaOne), Lu Da (Cosmic Girls), Lee Seung Hoon (Winner), Jung Ye Rin 
(G-Friend).

Hayoung decides not to go to college after high school but starts working to live a different life. She 
gets a job in Bubble TV, a famous streaming platform, but the joy of getting a job didn’t last long. On 
the first day at work, Hayoung encounters the meanest boss ever. The work is pretty challenging 
but still, Hayoung has never given up her dream of being a pro streamer.How can she find a 
balance between hard work and her dream?
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